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* where, why, how?

(somewhere)

Disclaimers:
Thoughts in progress* (by legal researcher, not
"A(I)" wizard)
Not looking at whether human-in-the-loop is a good
"remedy" in the first place
Contributing to mapping and conceptualising; not to
blackbox and expainable AI debate

*ReCreating Europe (H2020) and Legaelse (Innovation Fund Denmark)

Oh, much human-computerinteraction in EU regulation.
When, where and why is there
human involvement? More than a
lip-service?

Research interest & "design"
Let‘s scrape EurLex for humans-inautomation-context references;
comparative analysis of secondary EU
legislation and regulatory developments.

Oversight

Intervention

Human

Judgment

Machine*
* "AI", ADM, ACM, algorithms,
complex information
processing, some-kind-ofautomation, "magic"...

Review

Data protection

Processing of personal data (under certain circumstances)
Art. 15 – Automated individual decisions (Section VII – The data subject‘s right to object)

„...whereas, for the same reasons, every data subject
must also have the right to know the logic involved in
the automatic processing of data concerning him, at
least in the case of the automated decisions referred
to in Article 15 (1)“

*recital 41 Directive 95/46/EC

1. Member States shall grant the right to every person not to be subject to a decision which
produces legal effects concerning him or significantly affects him and which is based solely on
automated processing of data intended to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to him, such
as his performance at work, creditworthiness, reliability, conduct, etc.

Human involved:
But how Much?
And who?

Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data

Processing of personal data (under certain circumstances)

“The data subject should have the right not to be
subject to a decision, which may include a measure,
evaluating personal aspects relating to him or her
which is based solely on automated processing and
which produces legal effects concerning him or her or
similarly significantly affects him or her, such as
automatic refusal of an online credit application or erecruiting practices without any human intervention.
(...)”

*recital 71 GDPR

Art. 22 GDPR: The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely
on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her
or similarly significantly affects him or her.

Human involved:
But how Much?
And who?

Internet “content”

May 2015

September 2016

EU Commission:
Strategy for the digital
single market

EU Commission:
Proposal for a Directive
on copyright in the
Digital Single Market
COM(2016)0593

Communication:
Tackling Illegal Content
Online, Towards an
enhanced responsibility
of online platforms

September 2017

“set of guidelines and principles for online platforms to step up
the fight against illegal content online”
“provide clarifications to platforms on their liability when they
take proactive steps to detect, remove or disable access to
illegal content”

1 March 2018

2019

Recommendation on
measures to effectively
tackle illegal content
online
Chapter 2: General
Recommendations
relating to all types
of illegal content

Chapter 3: Specific
recommendations
relating to terrorist
content

Q4 2020

Digital Services Act

Art. 17 DSM
Directive

ACM (and any type of illegal information) I

“current best industry practice is to use automatic tools to narrow down the set of contentious
content for vetting by human experts, who then may need to assess the illegal nature of such
content”
The “human-in-the-loop principle is, in general, an important element of automatic procedures
that seek to determine the illegality of a given content, especially in areas where error rates are
high or where contextualisation is necessary.”

Commission Communication on “Tackling Illegal
Content Online Towards an enhanced responsibility of
online platforms” (2017)

Cool! But what "is"
this principle?
¯\_(ツ)_/¯

ACM (and any type of illegal information) II
Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/334 on measures to effectively tackle illegal
content online
20: Where hosting service providers use automated means in respect of content that they store,
effective and appropriate safeguards should be provided to ensure that decisions taken
concerning that content, in particular decisions to remove or disable access to content
considered to be illegal content, are accurate and well-founded. Such safeguards should consist,
in particular, of human oversight and verifications, where appropriate and, in any event, where a
detailed assessment of the relevant context is required in order to determine whether or not the
content is to be considered illegal content.

Point 18: Hosting service providers should be encouraged to
take, where appropriate, proportionate and specific proactive
measures in respect of illegal content... could involve the use
of automated means for the detection of illegal content only
where appropriate and proportionate and subject to effective
and appropriate safeguards....

Ok, but what "is"
human oversight?
¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Algorithmic moderation of copyright content
Novel liability exemption regime for OCSSPs
4. If no authorisation is granted, online content sharing service providers shall be
liable for unauthorised acts of communication to the public of copyright protected
works and other subject matter, unless the service providers demonstrate that they
have:
(a) made best efforts to obtain an authorisation, and
(b) made, in accordance with high industry standards of professional diligence, best
efforts to ensure the unavailability of specific works and other subject matter for
which the rightholders have provided (...) necessary information, and in any event
(c) notice + staydown.

But...
7. shall not result in the prevention of the availability of works or other subject
matter uploaded by users, which do not infringe copyright and related rights,
including where such works or other subject matter are covered by an exception or
limitation. + specifically (a) quotation, criticism, review; (b) use for the purpose of
caricature, parody or pastiche.

Slide 14

Algorithmic moderation of copyright content

Online content-sharing service providers should also
put in place effective and expeditious complaint and
redress mechanisms allowing users to complain about
the steps taken with regard to their uploads, in
particular where they could benefit from an
exception or limitation to copyright in relation to an
upload to which access has been disabled or that has
been removed. Any complaint filed under such
mechanisms should be processed without undue delay
and be subject to human review.

*recital 70 CDSMD

Art. 17 (9) CDSMD: (...) Where rightholders request to have access to their specific works or
other subject matter disabled or to have those works or other subject matter removed, they shall
duly justify the reasons for their requests. Complaints submitted under the mechanism provided
for in the first subparagraph shall be processed without undue delay, and decisions to disable
access to or remove uploaded content shall be subject to human review.

Mitigating type-I errors
ex post,
but: what standard?

Terrorist content proposal...
Article 9 – Safeguards regarding the use and implementation of proactive measures
1.Where hosting service providers use automated tools pursuant to this Regulation in respect of
content that they store, they shall provide effective and appropriate safeguards to ensure that
decisions taken concerning that content, in particular decisions to remove or disable content
considered to be terrorist content, are accurate and well-founded.
2.Safeguards shall consist, in particular, of human oversight and verifications where appropriate
and, in any event, where a detailed assessment of the relevant context is required in order to
determine whether or not the content is to be considered terrorist content.

à separate from complaint mechanism in Article 10…

So that is "in the loop"...

Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on preventing the
dissemination of terrorist content online A contribution from the European Commission to the Leaders’ meeting in
Salzburg on 19-20 September 2018, COM/2018/640 final

DSA - due dilligence obligations

Intermediary services

Hosting services
(incl. platforms)
Online platforms
Asymmetric
obligations

Very large online platforms
”VLOPs”

ACM (and any type of [illegal?] information) II
Art. 12(1) DSA: information on human review in intermediary service provider‘s terms and
conditions

Art. 17(5) DSA (Internal complaint handling system): Online platforms shall ensure that the
decisions, referred to in paragraph 4, are not solely taken on the basis of automated means.

Resembles art. 22 GDPR (human intervention)?

Also:
VLOPs systemic risk mitigation (art. 27)

Human
intervention
but ex post

Art. 12 DSA – Terms and conditions
1. Providers of intermediary services shall include information on any restrictions
that they impose in relation to the use of their service in respect of information
provided by the recipients of the service, in their terms and conditions. That
information shall include information on any policies, procedures, measures and
tools used for the purpose of content moderation, including algorithmic decisionmaking and human review. It shall be set out in clear and unambiguous language
and shall be publicly available in an easily accessible format.
2. Providers of intermediary services shall act in a diligent, objective and
proportionate manner in applying and enforcing the restrictions referred to in
paragraph 1, with due regard to the rights and legitimate interests of all parties
involved, including the applicable fundamental rights of the recipients of the
service as enshrined in the Charter.

CSAM content on
messaging
services

Derogation of Articles 5(1) and 6(1) of Directive 2002/58/EC for number-independent interpersonal
communications services provided that:
(f) the technologies used to detect patterns of possible solicitation of children are limited to the
use of relevant key indicators and objectively identified risk factors such as age difference and the
likely involvement of a child in the scanned communication, without prejudice to the right to
human review.
(g) the providers... (ii) ensure human oversight of and, where necessary, human intervention in
the processing of personal and other data using technologies falling under this Regulation; [and]
(iii) ensure that material not previously identified as online child sexual abuse material, or
solicitation of children, is not reported to law enforcement authorities or organisations acting in
the public interest against child sexual abuse without prior human confirmation;

Regulation (EU) 2021/1232 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 July 2021 on a temporary derogation from
certain provisions of Directive 2002/58/EC as regards the use of technologies by providers of number-independent
interpersonal communications services for the processing of personal and other data for the purpose of combating online
child sexual abuse (Text with EEA relevance), OJ L 274, 30.7.2021, p. 41–51

Financial sector

Art. 174 – Use of models
If an institution uses statistical models and other mechanical methods to assign exposures to
obligors or facilities grades or pools, the following requirements shall be met: (...)
the institution shall complement the statistical model by human judgement and human
oversight to review model-based assignments and to ensure that the models are used
appropriately. Review procedures shall aim at finding and limiting errors associated with model
weaknesses. Human judgements shall take into account all relevant information not considered
by the model. The institution shall document how human judgement and model results are to be
combined.

Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on prudential requirements
for credit institutions and investment firms and amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 Text with EEA relevance

“AI”

Political guidelines for Commission
“A Union that strives for
more”

European Parliament

put forward legislation for a coordinated
European approach on the human and
ethical implications of AI

Resolutions on ethics, liability,
copyright, AI in criminal matters,
in education etc.

19 February 2020

2017
2019

2020-2021

High-level Expert Group on AI Guidelines

European Council
‘sense of urgency to address emerging
trends’ while at the same time ensuring
a high level of data protection, digital
rights and ethical standards
2019: Conclusions on the Coordinated
Plan on the development and use of
artificial intelligence Made in Europe

European Commission
White Paper on AI - A European
approach to excellence and trust

February-May 2020:
Hearing on White paper

Artificial Intelligence Act
Proposal*
Regulation; 89 recitals, 85
articles, 9 Annexes (and IA)

EP / Council
2+ years?

Application of regulation only 24
months after entry-into-force
(similar to e.g. GDPR, but compare
e.g. 3 months of DSA – sense of
"urgency"?) with a few derogations

21 April 2021
Data Governance Act (Q4/20)
Data Act (Q3/21?)
Liability of certain AI systems (´22)?

*REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL LAYING DOWN HARMONISED RULES ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
(ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ACT) AND AMENDING CERTAIN UNION LEGISLATIVE ACTS

“Human agency and oversight” is one of the seven key requirements identified
by the European Commission’s AI high-level expert group:
„AI systems should support individuals in making better, more informed choices in
accordance with their goals. They should act as enablers to a flourishing and
equitable society by supporting human agency and fundamental rights, and not
decrease, limit or misguide human autonomy. The overall wellbeing of the user
should be central to the system's functionality.
Human oversight helps ensuring that an AI system does not undermine human
autonomy or causes other adverse effects. (...) Oversight may be achieved
through governance mechanisms such as ensuring a human-in-the-loop, humanon-the-loop, or human-in-command approach. It must be ensured that public
authorities have the ability to exercise their oversight powers in line with their
mandates. All other things being equal, the less oversight a human can
exercise over an AI system, the more extensive testing and stricter
governance is required.”

Risk-based approach of the AIA

Unacceptable

high-risk

prohibited
Specific obligations

limited risk

transparency

Minimal risk

all good

Scope...

Placing on the market
Putting into service
Use of

* material, geographical (EEA !), time (existing high-risk AI systems)...

narrow?

(super) broad?

AI is a “fast evolving family of technologies”
(recital 3)

AI system
means software that is developed with one or
more of the techniques and approaches listed in
Annex I and can, for a given set of humandefined objectives, generate outputs such as
content, predictions, recommendations, or
decisions influencing the environments they
interact with (Art. 3(1))

+ Annex I

+ Annex II/III

AI system

+ Annex II/III
Voluntary application

Codes of Conduct (art. 69)

Commission & MS: voluntary application to AI systems other than
high-risk AI systems of the requirements
Commission & EAIB: voluntary application to AI systems of
requirements related e.g. to environmental sustainability,
accessibility for persons with a disability, stakeholders participation
in the design and development of the AI systems and diversity of
development teams

High-risk AI systems: Human Oversight (art. 14)
1.High-risk AI systems shall be designed and developed in such a way, including with
appropriate human-machine interface tools, that they can be effectively overseen by natural
persons during the period in which the AI system is in use.
2. Human oversight shall aim at preventing or minimising the risks to health, safety or
fundamental rights that may emerge when a high-risk AI system is used in accordance with its
intended purpose or under conditions of reasonably foreseeable misuse (...)

4. (...) shall enable the individuals to whom human
oversight is assigned to do (...):
(a) fully understand the capacities and limitations (...)
system and be able to duly monitor its operation, (...);
(b)remain aware of the possible tendency of automatically
relying or over-relying on the output produced by a highrisk AI system (‘automation bias’), (...);
(c)be able to correctly interpret the high-risk AI system’s
output, (...);
(d)be able to decide, in any particular situation, not to use
the high-risk AI system or otherwise disregard, override
or reverse the output of the high-risk AI system;

"no human in the loop" but
human "in charge"
(Hildebrandt)

High-risk AI systems: Human Oversight (art. 14)
Obligation to perform human oversight? only stipulates that high-risk AI systems must feature
(‘design and develop’)...

Art. 29(1): users obliged to use AI system in accordance with
the accompanying instructions by the provider (which in turn
may contain instructions on human oversight).

Standard for human operator

Recital 48: “and that the natural persons to whom human
oversight has been assigned have the necessary
competence, training and authority to carry out that role."

Schwemer, Tomada, Pasini (2021). Legal AI Systems in the EU’s proposed Artificial Intelligence Act, Proceedings of the Second International
Workshop on AI and Intelligent Assistance for Legal Professionals in the Digital Workplace (LegalAIIA 2021), http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2888/paper8.pdf

So…

Oversight

Intervention

Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/334,
Terrrorist content proposal
AI Act

GDPR

Judgment

Review

Art. 17 CDSMD, DSA, CSAM carveout

review... oversight... intervention... judgment...

1) Uniform interpretation or 2) different (context-dependent)
concepts? [I fear the latter]

Who? (a human, but: what‘s the standard for the natural
person? A CS expert? A domain-expertise person? etc.)

When? (Design & development? Operations (involvement in
decisions)? Redress?

Very little in regulation (exception AIA): More than just a lip service?
The "why" (and "what") for soul searching and to achieve conceptual
clarity?
How about a human-involvement toolbox (cf. Technical Standards Directive)?

Thanks! Thoughts and comments?
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